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			We help homeowners avoid foreclosure and achieve a favorable outcome with their distressed property.

			
			

			
			99% Success Rate

			If you are facing financial hardship and need to understand your choices, contact us today.

			
			
				Call 602-565-2999
				 or 
				Send Me A Message
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			Ask a question | Browse existing questions
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							SSO asked a question
							What is a short sale?
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							Ron asked a question
							What is the process for a short sale?
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							SethRich asked a question
							How long will a foreclosure, short sale, or bankruptcy remain on my credit report?
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							carolkemp asked a question
							What is required from the borrower (seller) to complete a short sale?
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							billrisser asked a question
							What effect does a short sale have on my tax return?
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							sean asked a question
							How does one determine whether pursuing a short sale is a good idea?
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							SSOAdmin asked a question
							What are the costs in doing a short sale?
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							JessPeck asked a question
							What is a legitimate hardship that the bank will accept?
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							massrealty asked a question
							If I have multiple liens, can I still do a short sale?
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							bflatley asked a question
							How long does it take to close a short sale?
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							BarbaraHarris asked a question
							Do I have to be delinquent to do a short sale?
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							sean asked a question
							What does it mean to be in an anti-deficiency state?
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							SSOAdmin asked a question
							Why would a lender accept a short sale?
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							donna asked a question
							How do I do a short sale?
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							Ron asked a question
							If insurance company gives seller a check for damage roof will the mortgage company keep the check?
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							SethRich asked a question
							What does HAFA mean?
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							SethRich asked a question
							What is the Mortgage Debt Relief Act of 2007?
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							SethRich asked a question
							What is a BPO?
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							SSOAdmin asked a question
							Can somebody tell me what documents do I have to include in a short sale package?
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							TonyMarriot asked a question
							What are the three biggest reasons a short sale fails?

													
						


			

			Learn why our agents have the highest close rate in the industry.
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			For a live expert call us toll free at 888.709.1144

			Podcast hotline 615.SHORT.IT (615.746.7848)

                        Facebook
                        @shortsaleopedia
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